
Achievement in Iken Scientifica competition  (Round 3) 
 

Every Year efforts are being made to provide an exposure to other avenues of learning and competitions 

organized by various institutions . Two teams of our school have been shortlisted amongst 35 best 

teams selected at National level in Round 3 of Iken scientifica competition – an interdisciplinary 

competition organized by Mexus Education . Selected winners of the final round will participate at 

International level being organized in Taiwan.   

 

Names of the shortlisted candidates are as follows: 

 

Name of the student Class  Team Name 

Garvit Sethi  ( Team Leader) IX B DH1 

Harshil Sharma IX  B DH1 

Jaskaran Singh                  VIII B DH1 

Ashesh Kumar                  VII C DH1 

Garvit Sadhwani (Team Leader) IX F DH2 

Kshitij Chauhan                VIII D DH2 

Ishita Gupta                       VIII B DH2 

Parth Gupta                        VII F DH2 

 

Next step in the ongoing challenge is to win  

‘Most Popular Contraption’ Prize. 
 

All the videos and entries of the participating teams have been 

uploaded on iKen Scientifica’s Facebook page and Youtube 

channel. All the Students and parents can go online to watch 

the videos of our school team DH1 & DH2 and vote for both 

the teams (DH1 & DH2). The team receiving maximum 

number of votes will win the ‘Most Popular Contraption’ 

Prize. Links for the videos are as follows: 
 

TEAM CODE DH1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGm_OpConDk  
TEAM CODE DH2 :  http://youtu.be/TyR-t5T_mGQ  

Procedure: View the videos on Youtube channel, like the 

videos and share it on your facebook page with your friends, 

post it on your wall, blog it and let the world know about the 

awesome creation of your peers.  
 

Based on the popularity (people viewing the videos, likes and 

shares), Iken Scientifica will calculate a “Popularity Index” for 

the videos. The team with highest “Popularity Index” will win 

the contest. Let’s all together make our teams win this 

popularity contest.  Please post your likes before 30th July 2013.  
 

Please Note: Do not view the videos of other teams till      

30
th
 July 2013 as it will increase their popularity index.  

 

Principal 


